Analyzing Article Impact with Google Scholar

How do I look up citation information for an article in Google Scholar?

1. Go to Google Scholar (http://scholar.google.com)

2. Enter keywords to find the article.

3. Locate the article in the results list.
4. At the bottom of the entry, locate the link “Cited By” followed by a number. Click on the link to obtain a list of the publications citing the article.

**A review of models of landscape change**

**WL Baker - Landscape** ecology, 1999 - Springer

Abstract Models of landscape change may serve a variety of purposes, from exploring the interaction of natural processes to evaluating proposed management treatments. These models can be categorized as either whole landscape models, distributional landscape ... Cited by 514

**Contact Us**

Have more questions about research analytics? Contact a University of Wyoming librarian at cdoffice@uwyo.edu, including "Research Analytics" in the subject line.

For general library-related inquires, see the University of Wyoming Libraries contact information at uwyo.libanswers.com